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ABSTRACT♠♠♠♠  
Binning strategies have been used in much research work for image compression, feature extraction, classification, 
segmentation and other tasks, but rarely is there any rigorous investigation into which binning strategy is the best.  
Binning becomes a "hidden parameter" of the research method.  This work rigorously investigates the results of three 
different binning strategies, linear binning, clipped binning, and nonlinear binning, for co-occurrence texture-based 
classification of the backbone, liver, heart, renal, and splenic parenchyma in high-resolution DICOM Computed 
Tomography (CT) images of the human chest and abdomen.  Linear binning divides the gray-level range of [0..4095] 
into k1 equally sized bins, while clipped binning allocates one large bin for low intensity gray-levels [0..855] (air), one 
for higher intensities [1368..4095] (bone), and k2 equally sized bins for the soft tissues between [856..1368].   Nonlinear 
binning divides the gray-level range of [0..4095] into k3 bins of different sizes.  These bins are further used to calculate 
the co-occurrence statistical model and its ten Haralick descriptors for texture quantification of gray-level images.  The 
results of the texture quantification using each one of the three strategies and for different values of k1, k2 and k3 are 
evaluated with respect to their discrimination power using a decision tree classification algorithm and four classification 
performance metrics (sensitivity, specificity, precision and accuracy). Our preliminary results obtained on 1368 
segmented DICOM images show that the optimal number of gray-levels is equal to 128 for linear binning, 512 for 
clipped binning, , and 256 for non-linear binning.  Furthermore, when comparing the results of the three approaches, the 
nonlinear binning approach shows significant improvement for heart and spleen.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Binning is a term used to describe the reduction of gray level intensities in an image, in this case by combining several 
intensity levels into a single intensity level, or bin.  Linear binning describes the process of equally dividing the original 
gray level range of the image into k bins.  Clipped binning describes the process of determining a range of interest, 
where the gray levels are equally divided into k bins, while the intensities above the desired range are placed into the 
highest bin, and the intensities below the desired range are placed into the lowest bin.  Nonlinear binning describes the 
process of using histogram data to assign the original gray level range into possibly unequal bins. 
 
In this paper we evaluate three types of gray-level binning strategies, linear binning, clipped binning, and nonlinear 
binning, applied for efficient and accurate texture characterization of normal tissues in Computed Tomography (CT) of 
the chest and abdomen.  The gray-level binning strategies serve as an image preprocessing step for the computation of 
co-occurrence matrices and Haralick texture features.  The objective of this paper is to identify the binning method that 
reduces the gray-level resolution and the data redundancy present in the image while optimizing the classification 
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accuracy of five healthy tissues (backbone, liver, heart, renal, and splenic parenchyma ) based on ten Haralick texture 
descriptors. 
 

2. BACKGROUND 
Previous work on the topic of binning has been done to determine an optimal k value using entropy and information 
gain8.  Entropy is a measure of the information content of an image, and can be used to determine how many gray levels 
are necessary to represent all of the information11.  Other work in the medical field evaluates a type of histogram binning 
compared to linear binning with respect to the speed and accuracy of pixel co-registration in magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI)1.  A method of classifying different lung disease as well as normal lung tissue utilized 16 gray levels but 
gave no explanation for choosing this particular k value2. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 The data set 
Our data set consisted of 1368 segmented DICOM images. There were 141 chest and abdomen high resolution CT 
images from two healthy patients. The five organs (backbone, liver, heart, renal, and splenic parenchyma) were then 
segmented from each of these CT images, resulting in around 340 segmented images for the group of organs. In order to 
extract more information from each organ and ultimately build a better classifier, each of the images was divided into 
quadrants resulting in the 1376 images. Eight images were removed because too much background data was present in 
these images and the texture data were not useful.  The tissues represented in these images are all normal tissues, 
because if normal tissues can be classified correctly, then abnormal tissues would be easily identified. 
 
3.2 Definition of clipped, linear, and nonlinear binning 
Linear binning divides the gray-level range of [0..4095] into k1 equally sized bins, clipped binning allocates one large 
bin for low intensity gray-levels [0..855] (air), one for higher intensities [1368..4095] (bone), and k2 equally sized bins 
for the soft tissues between [856..1368], and nonlinear binning distributes the gray levels into unequal bins based on 
histogram data.   All types of binning are evaluated for five different k values: 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512; for nonlinear 
binning, this k value represents the number of clusters to be used in the k-means clustering9 approach, and does not 
represent the final number of gray levels in the image8. 
 
3.3 Definition of the Co-occurrence Matrix 
The co-occurrence matrix is often used in texture analysis.  By specifying a displacement vector, d, and counting all 
pairs of pixels separated by d with gray level intensities i and j, this co-occurrence matrix is created6.  An image with 
512 gray levels will have a 512 x 512 co-occurrence matrix, while an image with 32 gray levels will have a co-
occurrence matrix that is only 32 x 32.  This large size difference can have a huge impact on efficiency and robustness 
when using these matrices to calculate texture, thus the need to reduce the gray levels in the image, through binning, 
before analyzing texture.   
 
In the case of this study, four different directions and five different distances were used to create the displacement vector 
d.  The distances range from 1 to 5 pixels, while the directions are 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°.  In total, there are 20 possible 
displacement vectors, resulting in 20 co-occurrence matrices to describe each image.  Different displacement vectors 
result in different co-occurrence matrices; this can be seen in Figure 1, where a co-occurrence matrix is calculated for a 5 
x 5 image for distance 1, direction 90°, and distance 1, direction 135°. 
 



 
            (a)                                     (b)                                (c) 
 
Figure 1:  (a) 5 x 5 image with 4 gray levels.  (b) Co-occurrence matrix for d = (1,0).  (c) Co-occurrence matrix for d = (1,1). 
 
3.4 Co-occurrence Features 
There are many different numerical calculations that can be computed from the co-occurrence matrix.  The ten 
descriptors used in this work, as described by Haralick5, are as follows. 
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These particular texture features were found to work well in the previous work done on tissue classification3.  After the 
texture descriptors are calculated, each image in the data set is represented by a feature vector [D1, D2… D10, class label] 
consisting of 10 texture descriptors and a class label annotating the corresponding region; in the current implementation, 
the label takes one of the following values: ‘backbone’, ‘heart’, ‘spleen’, ‘kidney’, or ‘liver’.  These texture descriptors 
are calculated for each co-occurrence matrix, so for each k value and type of binning there are 20 different sets of feature 
vectors for the data set of images.  In order to summarize the data, each texture descriptor is averaged over all 20 values 
for each k, and then normalized between 0 and 1 using a min-max criteria4 to bring all of the descriptor data into the 
same scale.   A diagram of this procedure can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Averaging texture descriptor data. 

 
3.5 Decision Tree Classification 
To classify the images in the data set, we divided the entire data set into a training set containing a random sampling of 
66% of the original data and an ‘unseen’ data set containing the other 34% of the original data.  The training set is used 
to build the tree, while the second set, the ‘unseen’ set, is used to estimate the accuracy of the tree when used for 
classification of unseen images.   

To avoid over-fitting the tree to the data set and producing an overoptimistic estimation of the classifier accuracy, a k-
fold cross-validation technique was used to train each tree.  The training data is randomly divided into k mutually 
exclusive ‘folds’ (S1, S2 . . . Sk), each with similar class proportions and of approximately the same size.  Training and 
testing of the tree are performed k times, and for each iteration i, the subset Si is reserved as the test set, while the 
remaining sets are used to train the tree.  The accuracy is estimated from the overall number of correct classifications 
from the k iterations divided by the total number of samples4.  In our results, we use 10-fold cross-validation for 
estimating the classifier accuracy. 

3.6 C&RT decision trees 



There are many types of classifiers that could be used to identify organ tissues from a data set.  Decision trees have a 
relatively fast learning speed, while still producing good classification accuracy, and generate decision rules that are 
easily understood and applied. 

The trees were implemented using a Classification and Regression Tree (C&RT) approach, which chooses a predictor, in 
this case a texture descriptor, to split the current node into two children.  For each split, each descriptor is evaluated to 
find the best cut point with which to describe the children, the goal being to produce subsets, or leaves, that are as pure 
as possible with respect to the class label.  There are several conditions that will stop tree growth3: 

•  the maximum tree depth, d, has been reached, 
•  there is no significant predictive descriptor left to split the node, 
•  the number of cases in the terminal node is less than the minimum number, np, of cases for parent nodes, 
•  if the terminal node were to split, the number of cases in one or more child nodes would be less than the 

minimum number, nc, of cases for child nodes, 
•  minimum change in impurity, imp, is reached.  

Depending on the parameter values (d, np, nc, imp) a different tree will be produced.  To find the best tree, the depth 
parameter was fixed to 20, the impurity to 0.0001, and the number of child nodes to 1.  The number of parents was 
increased, starting from 2, until the sensitivity and specificity of the testing set reached a maximum (these performance 
metrics are discussed below).  After finding this optimal parent, the number of children was increased from 1 to np/2.  
The complexity of the tree then decreases, and the performance increases on the ‘unseen’ data.  
 

3.7 Performance Metrics  

In order to select the ‘best’ parent and ‘best’ child, and so the ‘best’ decision tree for our data, we use four metrics to 
measure the performance of the classifier; the tree which will maximize the values of all four metrics will be defined as 
the ‘best’ tree. 
 
We define these metrics in terms of positives and negatives.  As an example, assume that the positives are the heart 
tissues and the negatives are the non-heart tissues.   A true positive is a tissue region classified as heart when the original 
class label (the label given by a human expert) is heart, true negative is a tissue region correctly classified as non-heart, 
false positive is a tissue region classified as heart when it is actually a non-heart, and a false negative is a tissue region 
classified as non-heart when it is actually a heart.  The four metrics10 can be seen below, in Table 1. 

Metric Description 

Sensitivity true positives/(true positives + false negatives) 

Specificity true negatives/(true negatives + false positives) 

Precision true positives/(true positives + false positives) 

Accuracy (true positives + true negatives)/total samples 

Table 1: Description of performance metrics. 

Based on the performance metrics of overall sensitivity and specificity, the best tree for each k value was determined to 
be the tree with the highest of these values.  After finding the optimal tree for each k value, results within each binning 
type are compared to find an optimal tree and optimal k value for linear and clipped binning.  The optimal linear, 
clipped, and non-linear results are then compared to find the optimal binning method with respect to classification. 

4. RESULTS 



We evaluated the three binning strategies on 1368 tissue images segmented from 141 DICOM images of two normal 
high resolution CT studies.  The tables of optimal performance metrics for each k and each binning method can be seen 
below, in Tables 2-16, where Tables 2-6 represent linear binning, Tables 7-11 represent clipped binning, and Tables 12-
16 represent nonlinear binning.   
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 78.873% 97.949% 76.056% 72.464% 36.957% 81.416% 
Specificity 97.375% 96.498% 95.538% 91.645% 96.059% 95.700% 
Precision 84.848% 95.500% 76.056% 60.976% 51.515% 81.026% 
Accuracy 94.469% 97.124% 92.478% 88.717% 90.044% 93.973% 

Table 2: Performance metrics for linear binning, k = 32. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 88.732% 97.436% 85.915% 69.565% 60.870% 86.283% 
Specificity 96.325% 97.665% 96.850% 96.606% 95.813% 96.977% 
Precision 81.818% 96.939% 83.562% 78.689% 62.222% 86.143% 
Accuracy 95.133% 97.566% 95.133% 92.478% 92.257% 95.485% 

Table 3: Performance metrics for linear binning, k = 64. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 88.000% 97.449% 78.261% 73.973% 65.306% 85.931% 
Specificity 97.158% 98.872% 96.947% 95.630% 94.673% 97.349% 
Precision 85.714% 98.454% 81.818% 76.056% 59.259% 86.205% 
Accuracy 95.671% 98.268% 94.156% 92.208% 91.558% 95.563% 

Table 4: Performance metrics for linear binning, k = 128. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 88.571% 98.985% 80.282% 61.250% 59.259% 83.686% 
Specificity 94.776% 99.636% 97.007% 95.408% 94.019% 97.161% 
Precision 74.699% 99.490% 82.609% 73.134% 56.140% 83.847% 
Accuracy 93.856% 99.364% 94.492% 89.619% 90.042% 95.096% 

Table 5: Performance metrics for linear binning, k = 256. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 89.744% 98.930% 84.848% 66.216% 57.895% 85.065% 
Specificity 96.615% 98.182% 95.455% 95.103% 96.543% 96.832% 
Precision 84.337% 97.368% 75.676% 72.059% 70.213% 84.665% 
Accuracy 95.455% 98.485% 93.939% 90.476% 91.775% 95.213% 

Table 6: Performance metrics for linear binning, k = 512. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 



Sensitivity 88.732% 95.897% 80.282% 82.609% 54.348% 86.062% 
Specificity 98.688% 96.498% 95.538% 94.256% 97.537% 96.455% 
Precision 92.647% 95.408% 77.027% 72.152% 71.429% 86.097% 
Accuracy 97.124% 96.239% 93.142% 92.478% 93.142% 95.002% 

Table 7: Performance metrics for clipped binning, k = 32. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 79.747% 96.500% 80.769% 78.947% 54.386% 83.673% 
Specificity 96.594% 98.621% 96.359% 93.720% 95.150% 96.770% 
Precision 81.818% 97.970% 80.769% 69.767% 59.615% 83.792% 
Accuracy 93.878% 97.755% 93.878% 91.429% 90.408% 94.677% 

Table 8: Performance metrics for clipped binning, k = 64. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 91.549% 97.949% 85.915% 71.014% 58.333% 86.052% 
Specificity 96.456% 99.262% 96.456% 95.466% 95.813% 97.401% 
Precision 82.278% 98.964% 81.333% 73.134% 67.308% 85.835% 
Accuracy 95.708% 98.712% 94.850% 91.845% 90.987% 95.655% 

Table 9: Performance metrics for clipped binning, k = 128. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 88.732% 97.740% 80.000% 71.250% 50.000% 82.432% 
Specificity 94.906% 97.753% 95.939% 94.780% 95.238% 96.184% 
Precision 76.829% 96.648% 71.429% 75.000% 64.706% 81.990% 
Accuracy 93.919% 97.748% 94.144% 90.541% 88.514% 94.058% 

Table 10: Performance metrics for clipped binning, k = 256. 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 87.324% 98.974% 78.873% 79.710% 65.217% 87.611% 
Specificity 96.588% 97.665% 98.950% 96.606% 95.074% 97.272% 
Precision 82.667% 96.985% 93.333% 80.882% 60.000% 87.940% 
Accuracy 95.133% 98.230% 95.796% 94.027% 92.035% 96.089% 

Table 11: Performance metrics for clipped binning, k = 512. 
 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 80.000% 91.795% 78.261% 72.857% 52.174% 80.889% 
Specificity 96.053% 92.157% 95.801% 97.105% 94.059% 94.286% 
Precision 78.873% 89.950% 77.143% 82.258% 50.000% 80.983% 
Accuracy 93.556% 92.000% 93.111% 93.333% 89.778% 92.393% 

Table 12: Performance metrics for nonlinear binning, k = 32 (41 GL). 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 76.364% 91.667% 72.222% 89.412% 56.364% 82.378% 
Specificity 96.875% 93.258% 97.243% 93.523% 96.154% 94.676% 
Precision 76.364% 91.220% 82.540% 75.248% 65.957% 82.326% 



Accuracy 94.480% 92.569% 93.418% 92.781% 91.507% 92.836% 
Table 13: Performance metrics for nonlinear binning, k = 64 (65 GL). 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 91.250% 87.179% 82.090% 73.494% 60.377% 81.799% 
Specificity 95.226% 96.113% 95.377% 96.456% 94.353% 95.726% 
Precision 79.348% 93.923% 74.324% 81.333% 57.143% 82.472% 
Accuracy 94.561% 92.469% 93.515% 92.469% 90.586% 92.757% 

Table 14: Performance metrics for nonlinear binning, k = 128 (70 GL). 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 87.143% 94.872% 85.507% 78.571% 73.913% 87.556% 
Specificity 97.368% 96.863% 97.900% 97.895% 94.554% 97.025% 
Precision 85.915% 95.855% 88.060% 87.302% 60.714% 88.191% 
Accuracy 95.778% 96.000% 96.000% 94.889% 92.444% 95.429% 

Table 15: Performance metrics for nonlinear binning, k = 256 (68 GL). 
 
 Kidney Backbone Heart Liver Spleen Overall 
Sensitivity 92.754% 96.907% 79.710% 88.406% 47.826% 87.248% 
Specificity 96.561% 98.024% 98.677% 94.974% 96.259% 97.246% 
Precision 83.117% 97.409% 91.667% 76.250% 59.459% 87.145% 
Accuracy 95.973% 97.539% 95.749% 93.960% 91.275% 95.824% 

Table 16: Performance metrics for nonlinear binning, k = 512 (50 GL). 
 
For each type of binning, one particular k value performed better than all the others.  In the case of linear binning, k = 
128 performed the best, with tree parameters of 12 and 2 for parent and child, respectively.  For clipped binning, k = 512 
had the highest sensitivity and specificity, with a parent node of 22 and a child node of 6.  For nonlinear binning, k = 256 
performed the best, with a parent node of 16 and a child node of 1. 
 
At the organ level, different k values represented optimal performance.  For each type of binning, the optimal k value for 
each organ, as well as the parent and child node parameters, can be see in Tables 17 -19. 
   

Organ Optimal k Parent node Child node Sensitivity Specificity 
Kidney 512 9 5 91.026% 95.833% 
Backbone 256 3 1 99.492% 98.909% 
Heart 64 24 1 87.324% 96.588% 
Liver 128 35 1 82.192% 93.316% 
Spleen 128 35 1 67.347% 95.400% 

Table 17: Optimal k values for each organ, linear binning. 
 

Organ Optimal k Parent node Child node Sensitivity Specificity 
Kidney 128 6 1 92.958% 96.203% 
Backbone 128 24 1 98.974% 99.262% 
Heart 128 18 1 85.915% 96.709% 
Liver 256 55 1 80.000% 91.209% 
Spleen 512 22 6 65.217% 95.074% 

Table 18: Optimal k values for each organ, clipped binning. 
 



Organ Optimal k Parent node Child node Sensitivity Specificity 
Kidney 512 16 1 91.429% 97.105% 
Backbone 512 10 2 96.392% 98.039% 
Heart 256 23 1 86.957% 97.638% 
Liver 512 12 1 90.000% 94.474% 
Spleen 256 16 3 76.087% 94.059% 

Table 19: Optimal k values for each organ, nonlinear binning. 
 

A useful tool for visualizing the most effective tree for a particular k value or the most effective tree overall is the 
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which plots sensitivity on the y-axis and 1-specificity on the x-axis.  A 
point in the upper left corner of the graph represents an optimal tree.  The ROC curve plotting the performance of the 
different trees tested for linear binning, k = 128 can be seen in Figure 3.  The red point represents the optimal tree with 
parent node 12 and child node 2. 
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Figure 3: ROC curve for optimal trees for each k value, linear binning. 
 
The ROC curve plotting the performance of the different trees tested for clipped binning, k = 512 can be seen in Figure 
4.  The red point represents the tree for parent node 22, child node 6. 
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Figure 4: ROC curve for clipped binning, k = 64. 
 
The ROC curve plotting the performance of the different trees tested for nonlinear binning, k = 256 can be seen in Figure 
5.  The red dot represents the optimal tree with parent node 16, child node 1. 
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Figure 5: ROC curve for nonlinear binning, k = 256. 
 
The tables each utilize the same x and y scales, so it is easy to see that both clipped and nonlinear binning outperform 
linear binning with respect to classification.  From the graphs, clipped appears to outperform nonlinear binning with a 
slightly higher overall sensitivity and specificity.   

5. CONCLUSIONS 
For linear binning, k = 128 produced the best overall sensitivity (85.93%) and specificity (97.35%); for clipped binning, 
k = 512 produced the best overall sensitivity (87.61%) and specificity (97.27%).  For nonlinear binning, k = 256 
produced the best overall sensitivity (87.56%) and specificity (97.03%).  The difference between the overall sensitivities 
and specificities for linear and clipped, or linear and nonlinear, are large enough to see that linear binning is not the 
optimal method to use in order to improve classification results.  When comparing the sensitivity and specificity of 
nonlinear and clipped, clipped has the higher overall result, but in the case of nonlinear, the sensitivity for the spleen was 



7% higher than that of clipped.  The heart sensitivity is also improved by nonlinear binning, increasing to 85.51% from 
78.87%.  The other organs, kidney, backbone, and liver, have comparable sensitivity values for nonlinear and clipped.  A 
larger number of gray levels, in both nonlinear and clipped, was used to represent the soft tissue range; for clipped, 510 
gray levels represent the soft tissues while only 16 represent the soft tissues in linear.  For nonlinear, 68 gray levels are 
used to display the entire image, divided based on gray level occurrences.  Though clipped binning may have more gray 
levels to represent the soft tissue range than nonlinear binning, nonlinear is based on the actual content of the image and 
so may be better representing the data.  Nonlinear binning turned out to be the best binning method, which was what was 
initially hypothesized. This is a logical result, because the bins allocated to the soft tissue range represent actual content 
present in the image.  
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